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Instructions for assembling Layzee Living wooden lean-to Pergola. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

• Fix metal base plates to bottom of posts with 4no 3” silver screws (assuming you purchased base 
plate kit) 

• Posts are handed so they are notched at two different levels. The side rail with multiple notches 
joins onto the side of the post with the deepest notch. Lay posts approx. 3m apart and fix a side 
rail onto the deepest notch with the end groove of the rail in line with the higher groove. This is 
so when you start inserting the runners the end ones sit tight against the post. Once positioned 
use the small 6mm drill to pilot hole the rail and use 2no 3” screws to fix in place 

• Fit the notched rail to building that the lean-to is going against at the required height with torx 
head screws 

• Stand the two posts up opposite wall mounted rail. Fix in place by slotting a runner into position 
then attach to the wall mounted rail. You will need to pre-drill and fix in place using 3” screws. 
This is a 2- or 3-man job. Now continue fitting the rest of the runners. 

• Do not bolt down the two posts fully yet. 
• There are two wood diagonals to go at each corner. Predrill approx. 1” from each end and fix in 

place using 1no gold screw. They also help square up the posts and keep the pergola/lean to more 
stable. 

• At this point measure corner to corner to get structure squared up. Using a spirit level straighten 
the posts. 

• If you are happy that all is lined up to your satisfaction you can now go crazy and fit all bolts and 
washers 

• If you purchased the base plate kit; use either the wood bit or concrete bit to drill into your deck 
or concrete pad. Fix bolts and a washers in each base plate.  

 
 
If you are unsure or do not understand the instructions, please contact us either via email on 
info@layzeeliving.co.uk or via telephone on 02078673959. 
 


